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‘me physicalnetworkplant and everythingatwchedto it,
includingthe softwarerunning or, “computers”and other
peripheraldevicesis the system:’

~STRACT

: Subjectively,the ultimatemeasurersof system perfor-
- manceare the users and their perceptionsof the perfor-

manceof their networkedapplications. The performance
of a system is affectedby the physicalnetworkplant
(routers,bridg~s,hubs, etc.) as well as by every“com-
putefl and peripheraldevicethat is attachd to it, and the
softwarerunningon the computersad devices.Perfor-
ma~e monitoringof a networkmust thereforeinclude
computersystemsand servicesmonitoringand well as
monitoringof the physical networkplant. This paper will
describehow this challengehas been tactied at SLAC,

1’2this informationisand how,via the WorldWideWeb ,
made availablefor quickperusalby concernedpersonnel
and users.

INTRODUCTION

The ultimatemeasureof system performanceis the per-
ceptionof the users. The users’ perception is generally
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based on the responsetime to various commands they
enter at their keyboards. This maybe any command fiorn a :

print command, the submission of a large compute inten-
sive job, an interactive graphics session, an editing ses-
sion, a directory list command, the sending md receiving ‘“
of mail, literally any and dl commands.

Response time can be affwted by anything on the net-
work, from physical network errors, network bandwidth
availability, the reliability of software performing services,
disk space (availabiliq and configuration), cpu availabil-
ity, the performance of network interfaces; that is, any
activity on or the configuration of anything attached to the
system.

Two WXR computers are used to perform network man-
agement and performance monitoring at SLAC. They are
a SunR (SunOS 4. 1.) and an ~M RRS/~ (~R) run-
ning Netview/@. An older system, a DECstationR
5~ running UL~ and DEC’S discontinue MSU, is
used for the Help Desk network map dis lay. Software

tcomponents used include: Per13,REXX , C, SASR’5,the
TricUet SW routines6, and ORACLER. Note that all
these tools are not necessary. At a bare minimum, one

R indicates a registerd trademark
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neds a computer, SM7 utilities, a programming lan-
guage, and a graphing package.

The World Wide Web ~3 or m is the interface used
to make available the network management and network
performance monitoring reports8 at SLAC.

The WWW is a pool of network-accessible human knowl-
edge. It is an initiative started at CE~, now with many
participants.It has a body of software, and a set of proto-
cols and conventions. WWW uses hypertext and multime-
dia techniques to make the WWW easy for anyone to
roam, browse, and contibute to.

OVER=W OF Tm SLAC NETWORK

The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) is a
national laboratory operatd by Stanford University for
the US Departmentof Energy. It is located on 426 acres of
Stanford University land, about 40 miles south of San
Francisco. SLAC has been in continuous use for over 25
years in a national research program thathas made major
contributions to the understandingof nature.The Center is
one of a handful of laboratories worldwide thatstands at
the forefront of research into the basic constituents of mat-
ter and the forces.that act between them. There are active
programs in the development of accelerators and detectors
for high energy physics research and of new sources and
instrumentation for synchrotron radiation research.

The staff is currently about 1400, of whom 150 are Ph.D.
physicists. At any given time, there are typically 900 phys-
icists from other institutions participating in the high
energy physics and synchrotron radiation programs.

The SLAC network is physically spread over dl the SLAC
campus @igure 1).

It is dynamic and continually growing as new research
facilities are added at SLAC. The topology of the SLAC
network is changing rapidly to accornodate the growth,
and new networking technologies are continually incorpo-
rated. Both ethernet and FDDI are extensively employd.

The SLAC network has a large variety of computer hard-
ware and operating systems, including: ~MR systems
running VMR and HR, DEC VW and Al ha systemsR

{Rrunning VMSR and UtrixR, SunsR, ~~ , SGI , sev-
eral flavors of PCs including ~MR compatibles, MACSR,
AmigasR, running several flavors of operating systems and
network software such as DOSR, 0S/2R, AppleM@, Nov-
ellR, MacOSR, TCP~, NextStepR, and DECNETR.

Accelerator

Fi~re 1: Stiord Liiear Accelerator Center

The accelerator and research areas have a very unfriendly
and noisy environment. There is no air conditioning, it is
dusty, there is a lot of N noise, and there are numerous
large power supplies (and magnets) in many areas.

This dl makes for a very heterogeneousnetwork and all the
problems associatd with it, including interoperability
problems.

NETWORK MANAGEMENT AND PER-
FORMANCE MONITONNG

Network Management is generrdly broken down into five
management areas8: configuration, fault, performance,
security, and accounting management. Only configuration,
fault and performance management will be discussed here.

1.0 Configuration Management

SLAC is a very open environment with users and their
computing equipment coming and going every day. This
makes it difficult, with the current organization and tools

.
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to do complete configuration management and know all
the time what is attached to the system and where it is.

An Oracle database called C~09, develo~ at SLAC,
is usd to store information on the network cable plant,
networking devices both passive and active, and comput-
ers and peripherals attached to cable plant. The lengths of
wires, tap locations, etc. are contained in CANDO.
Details of networking devices such as hubs, routers, ether-
meters, and bridges are stored in C~O. Information
concerning domain name service @NS) is contained in
CANDO. Computers and peripherals, which are known
about, are in CANDO with their names, ~ addresses, eth-
ernet addresses, physical locations, contact people, and
operating systems. However, only devices which are
known about can be put in CANDO.

To aid in configurationmanagement,routerAddressRes&
IutionProtocol (ARP) cachesand bridge learn tables are
searchedto look for “new”deviceson a regularbasis. The
log fromNetview/6000is also processednightlyfor “new
nodes”whichit may have discoveredduring the day.This
informationis then processedfor entry into CANDO.

Numerous flat files are created from the information in
CANDO daily (or more frequently) via cron invoked SQL. . . .
programs. These files are automatically made available
for use by the Network Management Stations ~S) and
other network management -and monitoring utilities (such
man Remote Network Monitoring WON) probe
tiaphical User kterface (Gm), network monitoring data
collection, analysis and data reduction programs), which
will be described later. Several of the files are dso made
available by WWW for SLAC general access.

2.0 Fault Management

System faults mo~t frequently manifest themselves as:
slow response, loss of connectivity between nodes, inac-
cessible file systems, hung processes on computing nodes,
and dropped sessions.

There are several types of system faults which maybe
responsible for the above symptoms:

2.1 Physical NeWork Faults

Physical network faults such as CRC, fllgnment errors,
broken and lost packets have a large effat on response
time over a network. When a packet is damaged, it cannot
be processd by the node for which it was destined. The
sending node detecfi that a packet has reachd its destina-
tion properly by receiving an acknowltigement from the
rmeiver. Failure to receive an ackno-wledgement to a

packet causes the sender to timmut (can be many seconds)
before resending tie packet. These timeout delays can
result in long delays in response for the users’ applica-
tions.

Many network devices such as network trtic monitors
(referred to herein as EthermetersR ), hubs, routers,
bridges, and switches have a “program” that runs in them
called an “SNMP agent”. The SNMP agent provides
access to its Management Information Base w), and
communication with tie agent is performd via “The Sim-
ple Network Management ProtocoY (SW). Utitizing
SNMF, configuration and performance &ta can be read
out of the devices with agents and analyzed. SLAC cur-
rently collects data from Ethermeters, routers, and bridges
on an hourly basis, analyses that data, reduces it, and pre-
sents it for viewing via the -1O.

The data collection is controlled via cron jobs and lists of
nodes extracted on a regular basis from CANDO. The data
collection is performed via perl programs using public
domain SNMP access packages.

2.1.1 The Ethermeter Data Collection, Analysis,
Reduction, and Presentation

Ethermeters (which reside on almost every individual seg-
ment at SLAC) are probed hourly for # of bytes seen, # of
packets seen, #of crc errors, # of alignment errors, # of
short packets, #of collisions, and tie #of broadcast and
multicast packets. Information on peak vrdues for the pre-
vious hour for those Mm variables is rdso obtained. Other
information including packet size distribution, the top- 10
segment talkers, and protocol distribution information is
obtainti.

Once a day, in the early morning, an analysis of this col-
lected data for the previous day, is done by a SAS pro-
gram. The SAS program generates plots of the segment
utilization information, error information, and packet size
distributions for the previous day t’yesterday”), the previ-
ous fourteen days ~’fortnightly”), and previous 28 days
~’monthly”), and the previous six months. It dso creates
an extensive tabular report which summarizes the utiliza-
tion and errors for the previous day.

This tabular report is then reduced to a report which shows
a surnm~ of only the data which may indicate that there
are problems on network. This is done by applying thresh-
olds to the data in the tabular report. For example, error
rates over 1 in 10000 packets are highlighted. In addition,
the report generated by the data reduction program is cre-
ated in HyperText Markup Language (HTML) for display
by the World Wide Web, Any values over the thresholds
are linked via hypertext to a graph of the data and other
information such as top-10 segment talkers and protocol

—
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Quick Guide to Networking Reports and Data m Page (1)
—

Quick Guideb SLAC’SN*orkiq Repoti andDati- Ovetiw

ypertext Link to Ethermeter and Btidge Summary Report (2)
., .,...

1-
i

Graphof BridgeInterfaceErrors (4)—-
1
I

b--

Note Increase in Packets and Rlobytes

Hypertext Link to Graph of Data Volume (3a)

tititititidd-~ *

Top 10 Talkers (by hour) Table (3c)
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distribution, which may be useful in the investigation of a
problem.

Figure 2, component(1) shows the Quick Guide to
SLAC’s Networking Reports and Data m page, its
fink to the Etberrneters and Bridge Merts Figure 2, com-
ponent (2)) and some examples of some of the hypertext
tinks for the reducd data to graphs and tables of relevant
information. Figure 2 components (3a), (3b), and (3c)
result from activating the hypertext finks connected with
alerts for utilization and errors. ~ey are respectively, (3a)
= utilization information, (3b) = error information, (3c) =
top10 talker information. Nso available through other
hypertext links, contained in Figure 2 component (2), but
not demonstrated in figure 2, are protocol distribution
information, a graph for dl segments of (shorts*olli-
sions)/good_packets by hour, and a link to another ~
page @igure 3) which provides access to all the resports
and graphs for the subnet that the device is on.

Figure 3: Index to Ml Graphs and Reports
Related to the ‘TUBI° subnet

2.1.2 The Bridge Date Collation, Analysis,
Reduction, and Presentation

SNMP accessible bridges on the SLAC network are
probed once an hour for information on # of packets
received and forwarded, #of buffer and controller over-
flows, #of multicast packets seen, # of packets blockd
and passed, the number of collisions and the number of
CRC and alignment errors seen by the bridge.

Just like the Etherrneter data, the bridge data is andyti,
graphed and summarized in a tabular report. me tabular
report is then andyti, and only those values exceeding
certain thresholds are put into an ~ized report for
access via -. me threshold for errors is 1 in 10000--
packets.

. .

Figure 2, component 2 shows the Bridge Mert SurnmW
repo~ and one of its hypertext links to the relevant graph
of the bridge interface data @igure 2, component (4)).

2.1.3 The Router Data tillaotion, Analysie,
Reduction, and Praaantation

Once an hour data is extracted via SM from rdl the
routers. Data collected for each interface includes: #of
incoming and outgoing packets md octets, the # of incom-
ing errors and the number of ~ch type of error (CRCS,
framing, runts, giants, ignored packets, unrecognizable
protocol packets), the #of incoming and outgoing packets
discardd, the number of incoming and outgoing queue
drops, the #of collisions on output.

Just like the bridge and etherrneter data, the router data for
each interface on each router is analyzed and reduced into
an ~izd file for quick perusal via m. me
thresholds for errors are the same, that is 1 error in 10000
packets.

An example of the Router Alert Summary page and its
~ links is not included, but it works and looks like
the etherrneter and bridge summary reports.

2.1.4 Conn~tivity Monitoring

Connectivity monitoring of the system involves check-
ing that everything is reachable from everywhere. ~s
would be an onerous task at the present, so at this point
only connectivity from the network data collection server
and Netview/6000 to critical servers and physical network
quipment is performed. ~s is done three different ways.

2.1.4.1 Monitoring the NMS logs:
One way involves processing the Netview/6~ network
event log file ~trapd.log”) and noting when interfaces
were discovered “up” or “down”. ~s information only
appears for nodes that are “manag@’ by Netview/6000. In
general, only “cntica~’ nodes and physicrd network quip-
ment are managed. Cnticd nodes include major cpu serv-
ers, file servers, machines running network information
services (MS), mail, -, DNS, news service, print ser-
vice, and network management and monitoring services.
It should be noti that this method says nothing about the
actual state of the critical nodes, it only indicates their
physical connectivity to the Netview/6000.

In addition, any new nodes which were discovered by Net-
view/6000 appear in the log file. ~ese are also extractd
daily and put into a file. me list of new nodes which have
been added to the network can be very useful in tracking
down physical network problems which “suddenly” pop
up.

—
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2.1.4.2 Probing for System Up Time:
This method is used primarily for issuing pages and alerts
for cnticd systems. It was implemented several years ago,
and is to be redesigned in the near future. An SNMP request
requesting the system up time is issued every 5 minutes. If a
node ftils to respond, an attempt is made to ping it. Depend-
ing upon the system, an rdert @p-up x-window message) or
page can be issued if either the node does not respond to the
SW request, or if it doesn’t respond to the ping. Ping and
SNMP probe different layers of the system. Ping is at a
lower level and may respond even when SW doesn’t.
Because this SNMP query requires the execution of code in
the system being probed, it may reveal that internal system
congestion is present in the node being probed when it times
out.

2.1.4.3 Pinging Critid Nodes and Netiork Equipment
SLAC critical nodes, router interfaces, bridges, ethermeters,
and other network equipment with F addresses are pinged
periodically, although this is done primarily for performance
monitoring purposes. In addition various collaborators’
nodes are probed via ping. This process will be described in
detail under Performance Monitoring. Figure 4 shows an
example of how the daily ping data is displayed for connec-
tivity purposes and response time.

. ... . ..
Respnse Mto - NI Nodes by ~me of My MDCC94

Connectivity

was
most

lost.
,,, ,,, ,,, , , ! .~~,

.,,,:4, .,,.. ..,

ti*.w* n.*
,,, ,,, ,+

2322212010181?lO1s~d13121110S0 7 6 S4 3 2 1 0
Tim, M Ooy

● h-lm ■ ~101-~B~251-~ ■ ~1+9¤~ ●-1~

Figu”m4: Ping R~ponse Trees for Off-site Nodes

2.2 Logical Network Faults

bgicrd network faults such as mis-routing and ~ address
conflicts (two nodes using the same ~ address simulta-
neously) can cause poor response symptoms. H a packet is
mis-routd~it may never get to its destination, or may be
delayed. H two devices are using the same ~ address, the
packets received by the computers may confuse them and
result in broken sessions and lengthy delays in response.

--

Comparison of ARP caches may lead to the detection of
duplicate ~ addresses if an P address appems with two
different ethernet addresses in the ARP caches. ~s detec-
tion is included in the processing of the ARP caches and
an alert is generated when a duplicate ~ address is
detected.

Incorrect routing is often detwted during the data collec-
tion process, and by examining the Netview ~ log files
for redirect messages issues by the routers.

2.3 Network Adapter Faults

Network adapter faults can bring the physical network
down or cause it to be inoperative for intermittent periods
of time. They certainly cause an interruption of service
from the server experiencing them.

These can be difficult to detect. Currentiy a command is
issued periodicrdly to each computer system to read the
system log. The network adapter and other network errors
are then logged to a file which is made available by the
Quick Guide entry ‘me Networked Systems Summary
Report for Yesterday’’(in Figure 2 component (l)). SeF-
Figure 5 for an example of the W information. Note
it ~so lists connectivity outages for the previous day.

I ● No—---
. **---
● w*~--

rti.1 .,-. - 16
mu wrk w, --.. f., tb

m 12/0S/94 10:48 mtl
mo 12/05/94 10:41 mtl

12/0S/94 10:40 wtO
m 12/0s/94 10$32 -to

12/05/94 10:32 mtO
m 11105194 10:09 ml
JW 12/05/94 $0:09 mtl

12/05/94 09:i1 ftiiO
m 12/0S/94 09:21 fMiO

12/0S/94 09:17 fMiO
m 12/0S(94 09:21 ftiiO

11/0S/94 09:27 [M1O
m 12/0S/94 09:27 ftiiO

12/0S/94 09:21 ftitO
m 12/0S/94 09:21 fti10

w
12/0S/94 09:21 faio
12)0S/94 09:21 1M1O

~ 12/0S/94 09:21 f~iO
lZ/0S)94 09:27 f&iO

m 12/0S/94 09:21 ftiiO
tz/Os/9a 09:11 falo

w 12/0S/94 09: 1S -O
12/0S/94 09:15 -cO

m 12/05/94 08:54 mtO
12/04194 OZ:ll dO

S 13:5S:00 MT 1994

.! -$,.,-, ., -,..,- , .,...,-,, ,., ,

igure 5: NeWork Adapter Errors and Network Outages
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2.4 Computer Driver Faults

Computer driver faults such as producing incompleWille-
gal packe~ on a network or not corr=tiy following tie
arbitration protocol can cause serious problems by dis-
rupting good packets.

The physical network fault monitoring often will indicate
CRC and dlgnment errors which are actually the result of
computer’s network interface driver. men the alerts indi-
cate a high lever of errors on a segment, RMON is often
used to capture the packets and andym them. This can
sometimes point to the computer interface issuing the
defwtive packets.

2.5 Network Services Faults

Network services are providd by vtious computing
nodes and programs running on them. If the printing dae-
mon stops working, users cannot get their printed output.
If the mail daemon stops working, mail maybe lost,
bounced, or not deliverd in a timely fashion. These are
discussed under Performance Management.

2.6 Computing Operating System Faults and
lncorre,ct:Configuration

Computer operating system faults and incorrect operating
system configurations can result in the use of the wrong
network interface, inefficient use of a network interface,
W.dincorrect routing of packets.

The monitoring of physical network load often provides
information in this area. Some segments may have unex-
pectedly heavy traffic for example. Upon examining the
top- 10 data, the segment trfic volume, and the protocol
distributions, the offending nodes can usually be identi-
fid. The increase in traffic exhibitd in Figure 2 comp~
nent (3a) was the result of an FDDI interface not being
u~ after a raonfiguration of its node. The tic was dl
going over the ethernet whose Etherrneter graph is dis-
played.

3.0 Petiormance Management

Performance management entails looking at the overall
performance of the sysfemk components. In addition to
looking at physical network response, this includes net-
work services, as well as the performance of servers in
providing disk and cpu resources. One of the characteris-
tics of users: complaints is that they often think it is the
physicalnetworkgivingrisetoproblemsofslowresponse.
h reality,thesituationisoftenmuchmorecomplex.The
networkcanbeworkingjust fine,physically,butif the
serversarepoorlyconfi@ oroverloaded,theserver
performanceitselfmaybebad.

3.0.1 Examining Physical Network Petiormance

The dam collection and analysis descri~ under Fault
Management is rdso usd fo~Performance Management. It
is actually used to examine the physical performance and
loading of the network cable plant itself.

The percentage of collisions dso has a threshold applied
to it, and if anyting exe+ that threshold it is alertti.
Collisions themselves are not bad, they are norrnd. But if
there is a high level of collisions it is an indication of con-
tention for a segmen~ and mansactions can timmut before -
they are able to be placd on the net.

Other network overload conditions are indicatd by the
number of ignoti, dlscardd packets on and out), queue
drops (in and out queues) in the case of devices such as
routers or bridges, Any of these will result in a faild net-
work transaction, and slowd response due to the nd for
a retry of the transaction.

3.0.2 Monitodng Lowest Level Network
Communication Petiormance via Ping

The pinging of critical nodes and network equipment men-
tioned briefly in the Fault Management swtion provides
extensive information on node to node network timing and
inter-segment transmission of packets.

This data coll~tion and analysis works as follows:

. A single ping is done to satis~ resolving the name.

. Next 5 pings with a 100 byte packet and 5 pings with a -,

1000 byte packet are executed. The minimum, maxi-
—

mum, and average round trip times are cdculatti, as
well as the number of packets that did not make the
roundtrip. This data is logged to a flat file.

. Once a day an analysis of the ping data for rdl nodes is
done. &aphs of the frequency ofresponse times (Fig-
ure 5) are made, and a report which hsts packet loss is
creatd. Any packet loss over 1Yois dertd in a tabular
rennti

........>.;aao . . . . . . . . . .

,., ,, ”,.,.. ,00.0:

*
1

—. —
Figure 5: Frequency Witribution of Average

Ping Res~nse time for ESNET Nodw
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In addition, several collaborators nodes (Figure 4) around
the world are treated to this process. This has been helpful
in tracking down WAN communications problems that
were being blamed on the SLAC intemd network.

3.0.3 Monitodng NeWork Semites Pedormance
The performance of network services such as Network
File Service (NS), mail, nameservice, and WWW greafly
affects overall response time of the system. We are cur-
rently in tie process of developing mechanisms for the
performance monitoring of these services.

The process entails timing the execution of a command
such as a narneservice lookup (to each nameserver), prob-
ing a port for WWW or Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
(SMTP), sending mail to vtious mail servers and timing
how long it takes to get to its destination, an SW com-
mand, or accessing files on different hosts and timing how
long those commands take.

Currently the analysis of the service timing data entails
creating a tabular histogram with 4 bins. For example,
SMTP service is probed and the response is histogrammed
in 4 bins of <1.0 seconds, +.0 seconds, less than 10.0 sec-
onds, and greater than 10.0 seconds, In addition, mail is
sent through various mail >ervers, and its delivery tired.. . . .

Figure 6 shows an example of the tables currentiy gener-
ated for monitoring network mail services.

::Y ;::r~-i~oo.o..c wgoo, o... e;o:,t.fi -t,m =.s.or bcal lnterm* W1l Mliv.ry . . -C 5, ’94.

ml
XV6

97.8 (451
5,48 100:0 (44] 1$!:; [;;] 100.0 (44]

~;;j: 1434,
0,0 ( ) 83.

:W02 1010.94 62.5 (201 71.9 (23)
43,67 100.0 (21 100.0 (211 1?;:: [;?]

28.1 ( 91
:w03

10:43 6254.
0,0 [ I 08:29 131.

ISpn.. T- S.zvic. s-r for - mob w Port 25 on -C 3, ,94
>de .“. w 1.0s.. L so... w ,0,0,.. b 10,0,.= ~;~ “,...
WI 9.36 0.0 ( ) 42.4 (25)
=K

18,0 (46)
3,41

22.0 (131 94.1
0.0 I ) 9#.3 (58) 100.0 (59) 0.0 t 1

:w02 6,e2
14:20

0.0 I ) 59,3 (35)
5.9

E4,1 (50) 15.3 ( 91
:*O 3 4.54

11:05 23.1
0.0 [ ) 86.4 (51) 94,9 (56) 5.1 ( 31 08:50 14.6

Figure 6: Example of Netiork Services Titig Repoti

~timately this data will be fi@er analyzed and graphed
to establish baselines and alert when performance of a ser-
vice SW to excd the baseline value. This would indi-
cate that there is a deterioration in service and that further
analysis and action is necessary.

3.0.4 NeWork Sewer Capaci~ Monitoring
There are several aspects to this area including cpu utili-
zation, utilization patterns, load distribution, trends and
capacity; and, disk utilimtion, unitization patterns, load
distribution, trends and capacity. hformation on these
activities cm be obtaind.by seeing reference 11.

3.0.5 NeWorked Sewer Reeltime Petiormance
Monitoring

Realtime “computer” performance monitoring has not yet
been tac~ed. In 1995, SLAC will explore this area,

As indicatd in this section, Performance Monitoring is a
very complex problem. Not only must the physical net-
work performance be monitored, but the network services
and the servers themselves.

F~U~ PLANS

Theway network monitoring is done today at SLAC is not
likely to scale very well over the next few years. Currently
it is centrdizd on two machines, an RS/6000 running
Netview/6000 and SAS analysis, and a SW which does
the dam collection md non-SAS anrdysis. The disks used
for the data and anrdysis output are in NS and very
heavily accessd. Mthough the trtic for data collection
on the individud subnets is smrdl, dl the small loads must
traverse the busy main server ne4 adding to that load.

Proposed design changes include adding more data collec-
tion and analysis machines and distributing them in major
sections of the network. The machine in a given area
would then only collect &ta and analyze it for that local
area, although the data and analysis output would be
accessible from anywhere at SLAC. In addition, the data
collection and analysis machines would have their own
local disk space which would cut down dramatically on
the network bandwidth used for file access. ~s would -,

dso help reduce the number of points of failure for the
—

data collection and analysis.

This distribution of network monitoring servers would
dso facilitate better connectivity monitoring, as connec-
tivity would be monitord from several points in the sys-
tem, not just one point.

Many new physical network plant technologies are going
to added in the coming months. Monitoring code will
have to be develo~ and incorporated in the existing sys-
tem for these new tihnologies.

S~RY AND CONCLUSIONS

Network monitoring and performance analysis of today’s
system is a very complex matter. It involves not only
monitoring the capacity, configuration, and performance
of the physical network plant, but dso the capacity, con-
figuration, and performance of everything attached to the
physical network plant. There are many intertwining fat-
tors which have an effect on it. To get a handle on it it is
necessary to collect and analyze voluminous amounts of
data, and then rduce the data to a form that it can be effi-
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ciendy and effectively reviewd. One way to approach it
has been shown here.

Ml of this has dso been very valuable for setting objec-
tives and expectations for what users should expect from
the system and for seeing how well we are meeting the
obja-tives. Current SLAC network service level objw-
tives include:

●

●

●

●

1.

2.

3.

4,

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

keeping network layer response time (as measured by
ping) to less than 10msec for better than 95% of the
samples,

maintain sub-second response times for the majority of
trivial network service r~uests (such as narneservice),

for 9070 of the on-site mail to be deliverd in less than
30 minutes for trivial mail items,

and provide for network reachability of 99.5%.
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